


The jig is up is a common phrase that means 
a ruse or trick has been seen through,  
thus it is no longer fooling anyone. 
In the Elizabethan Era (1500’s), the word “jig” 
became slang for a practical joke or trick. 
Thus, if “the jig was up” it meant that your 
trick was found out, or exposed.

The Jig Is Up





Beware!
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Colossians 2:6-8
So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, 
continue to live your lives in Him, rooted and 
built up in Him, strengthened in the faith as you 
were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness. 
See to it that no one takes you captive through 
hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends 
on human tradition and the elemental spiritual 
forces of this world rather than on Christ.





16 Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you 
eat or drink, or with regard to a religious festival, a 
New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. 17 These are 
a shadow of the things that were to come; the reality, 
however, is found in Christ. 18 Do not let anyone who 
delights in false humility and the worship of angels 
disqualify you. Such a person also goes into great 
detail about what they have seen; they are puffed up 
with idle notions by their unspiritual mind.

Colossians 2:16-23



19 They have lost connection with the head, from 
whom the whole body, supported and held together 
by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to 
grow.

Colossians 2:16-23

20 Since you died with Christ to the elemental spiritual 
forces of this world, why, as though you still belonged 
to the world, do you submit to its rules: 21 “Do not 
handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!”?



23 Such regulations indeed have an appearance of 
wisdom, with their self-imposed worship, their false 
humility and their harsh treatment of the body, but 
they lack any value in restraining sensual indulgence. 

22 These rules, which have to do with things that are 
all destined to perish with use, are based on merely 
human commands and teachings.

Colossians 2:16-23



Real

Shadow



We live in a world that 
loves to go after shadows.

Rule-Following 1
~ Outward appearance

~      Checklist Faith
• Matthew 23

• The “Five Pillars of Islam”

vv. 16-17



21 “Do not handle! Do not taste! 
Do not touch!”? 22 These rules, 
which have to do with things 
that are all destined to perish 
with use, are based on merely 

human commands and teachings.

Colossians 2:21-22



Legalism exists when people attempt to secure 
righteousness in God’s sight by good works. Legalists 
believe that they can earn or merit God’s approval by 
performing the requirements of the law. A legalist 
believes that their good works and obedience to God 
affects their salvation. Legalism focuses on God’s laws 
more than relationship with God, keeping external 
laws without a truly submitted heart. Legalism adds 
human rules to divine laws and treats them as divine.

Legalism



We live in a world that 
loves to go after shadows.

Higher Knowledge2
“Such a person also goes into great 
detail about what they have seen;  

they are puffed up with idle notions  
by their unspiritual mind.”

v. 18



“They have lost connection 
with the head, from whom the 

whole body, supported and 
held together by its ligaments 

and sinews, grows as God 
causes it to grow.”

The Point! v. 19



Jesus is our Head.

The Kingdom of God is Here.

~ We need Jesus! / Romans 7-8

~ Look to Jesus! / 2 Corinthians 4

Christ is our ONLY HOPE.
~ Jesus is coming Back! / Col 3:4



Beware!


